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Abstract. The D1S80 locus is very useful for personal identification in Japan. To analyze PCR
amplification products at the D1S80 locus, DIG-labeled primer was used for PCR amplifications.
After electrophoresis, the PCR products were transferred to a nylon membrane and detected with
alkaline phosphatase-labeled anti-DIG antibody (AP-DIG Ab). Numerous extra bands were
detected on the membranes, indicating that PCR amplification products at the D1S80 locus contain
many extra products which cause the undesirable bands to appear during D1S80 typing. To obtain
a correct genotype, it was necessary to perform Southern blotting using an oligonucleotide that
includes an internal sequence of the amplification products as a probe. D 2005 Published by
Elsevier B.V.
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1. Introduction
The minisatellite locus D1S80 (location; 1p35–p36), GenBank sequence accession no.
D28507), is a variable number of tandem repeat (VNTR) locus with a 16 bp repeat size
[1]. With alleles defined by the number of repeat units, the D1S80 locus is highly
polymorphic in Japan [2]. However, it is well known that extra bands frequently appear
during typing [3]. In this paper, we demonstrate that PCR amplification products at the
D1S80 locus have numerous extra bands which may cause incorrect genotypes to be
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Fig. 1. Comparison of D1S80 typing results by three different methods: (A) EtBr-staining. (B) DIG-detection. (C)
Southern blotting.

obtained and that Southern blotting using an internal sequence as a probe is very helpful in
determining D1S80 genotypes.
2. Materials and methods
The primer (MCT118F) was labeled with DIG-11-dUTP (Roche, USA) according to
the manufacturer’s instructions (DIG-MCT118F). The probe (MCT118P: 5V–CTG CGT
GTG AAT GAC CCA GGA GCG TAT C–3V) was designed and also labeled with DIG-11dUTP (DIG-MCT118P). PCR amplification was performed as described by Kasai et al.
[4]. After electrophoresis of PCR amplification products with DIG-MCT118F and
MCT118R using 2% agarose gel, DNA fragments were stained by ethidium bromide
(EtBr-staining). Then, these DNA fragments were transferred to a nylon membrane and
detected using AP-DIG Ab and NBT/BCIP (DIG-detection). The PCR amplification
products with unlabeled primers were also transferred to a nylon membrane, hybridized
with DIG-MCT118P and detected with AP-DIG Ab and NBT/BCIP (Southern blotting).
3. Results and discussion
PCR amplification products at the D1S80 locus were analyzed using a DIG-labeled
primer. Although only real bands of the products appeared under UV light after ethidium
bromide staining (Fig. 1A), numerous bands were detected when using the DIG-labeled
primer (Fig. 1B). This finding indicates that extra bands are produced under the regular
PCR conditions and can be visualized when using the AP-DIG Ab and NBT/BCIP
detection. These extra bands may be detected with ethidium bromide staining if additional
amplification cycles are performed. This may cause incorrect genotypes to be obtained.
However, Southern blotting using an internal sequence as a probe could isolate and detect
the real bands (Fig. 1C). This finding indicates that Southern blotting may be very helpful
in determining D1S80 genotypes.
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